Abstract. The two-dimensional concrete elements under the action of one-sided central crushing often occurs. For them, the strength problems are solved on the basis of the concrete ideal plasticity theory variational method with application of discontinuous velocities functions. The method takes into account the influence on concrete elements strength the compressive strength and tensile strength of concrete. It also takes the ratio of a sample height to the crushing platform length and friction coefficient between a surface of element and a load punch if it′s necessary. The results of experimental researches were confirmed the assumed in the theoretical solution the kinematical schemes of elements failure. Higher convergence of theoretical strength with tested is received. The calculation sequence of the concrete element under one-sided central crushing is described. The joint calculation of all factors that determine the strength opens the possibility of more accurate assessment and improvement on its basis of structural solutions of concrete elements under the local compressive load.
Introduction
The concrete and reinforced concrete constructions and their elements under the action of a local compression are widely used (for example the joints of columns, the end faces of prestressed structures, the horizontal joints of panels of outside walls and floors, walls and supports of bridges in places of beams bearing, girders, lintels).
According to Eurocode 2, the crushing elements design is made by Baushinger′s empirical relationship in which the ratio of the so-called "rated" A is assumed as the determining factor. However the value Ac1 is conditional as there is no precise definition to find it.
The two-dimensional elements failure character under one-sided central crushing [1] confirms the influence on their strength of concrete axial tensile strength сt f and ratio / loc h l (h -a sample height, loc l -the crushing platform length), not taken into account in Eurocode 2.
The reference strength design is not based on consideration of elements limiting stressstrain state (SSS) which is the cause of the above lacks.
Significant experimental material about concrete elements strength at local compression and various factors influence for strength now is saved, the numerous empirical dependences for determination of ultimate load (Table 1) are offered [2] . 
It is difficult to choice one method of all for practical use, not only due to different quantitative results of calculation ( Fig. 1) and difference of the basic preconditions.
In our opinion it is necessary to prefer a design method, which would be based on a general basis. A variational method of the concrete ideal plasticity theory is developed in Poltava National Technical Yuriy Kondratyuk University [3] may be such basis.
Design assumptions and design sequence
For development of a method the following preconditions were used:
-for concrete in a destruction stage the assumption about ideal plasticity is applied. Determining for applicability of the specified precondition is the condition of simultaneous existence of a limiting condition in more fragile (tensed) and more plastic (compressed) of concrete destruction zones; -G. Geniyev′s concrete strength condition [4] is assumed and considered as a plastic potential;
-relationship of deformation velocities to stresses is found from the associated low of plastic yielding; Transbud-2017 6 -the model of a rigid-plastic body and problems solution in discontinuous velocities functions are used. The calculation is carried out in the following sequence: -for the being considered case of element crushing the kinematical possible element destruction scheme is assumed, that is the outline of the destruction surface (gaps of velocities) dividing before save element into being considered absolutely rigid parts, making mutual movement with some velocities in a destruction stage, is set. Thus geometrical parameters i g determining a destruction surface and movement velocities of an element parts j V are introduced; assumed cinematically possible scheme of the element destruction reflects the specificity of SSS in a destruction stage of the being considered element or construction; -on a destruction surface l S there are gaps of a normal n V Δ and tangent t V Δ to l S velocity components expressed by parameters i g , j V ; -enters the functional of a principle of possible velocities speeds and stress [5] , which on the valid SSS reaches to a minimum; -limit load u F expression is found through the parameters i g and velocities ratio / -unknown parameters i g and j k are determined out of the condition of a limit load minimum. Then u F is calculated. Let′s consider the calculation of the concrete element under one-sided central crushing (Fig. 2) .
Cinematically possible destruction scheme includes disks 1 and disk 2, which move with velocities accordingly V1 and -V1, V2. The part′s area A-B length is
Accordingly on part B-C:
Equal to zero the functional for the two-dimensional stressed state ( ) 
The formula for determining the resistance of local compression was obtained after simple mathematical transformations ( )
were made on press PG-125. The load from a plate press was transferred through metal stamp. The samples failure character, observable in experiments, has confirmed the kinematical possible failure schemes assumed in the theoretical solutions. At test of samples for onesided crushing-splitting at stamps a shear cracks allocated wedges of condensation, on which ends a vertical tension crack is formed later.
The , that testifies to sufficient affinity of theoretical strength to experimental and serves a substantiation of applicability of a variational method of the ideal plasticity theory to the decision of the considered types of tasks.
Conclusion
The two-dimensional concrete elements strength problems under the action of crushing are solved on the basis of a variational method of the concrete theory ideal plasticity with application of discontinuous velocities functions. The received relationship is exacter in comparison with normative at the expense of the account to the stress-strain station in the case of one-sided central crushing. This account is carried out by means of kinematical scheme of failure displaying specificity of concrete task and introduction in account of a number of the factors: ratio / loc h l , friction forces between the surface of a sample and weight surface etc.
The results of experimental researches confirmed the kinematical possible failure schemes assumed in the theoretical solution, and also influence of the factors, determining strength.
The theoretical strength of concrete elements at crushing, found on an offered method, well enough converges with tested.
